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Summary
Background: Tofacitinib is an oral Janus kinase inhibitor for the treatment of ulcerative 
colitis (UC).
Aim: This post hoc analysis evaluated tofacitinib persistence in patients with UC in 
OCTAVE Open, an open- label, long- term extension study of patients receiving tofacitinib 
5 or 10 mg twice daily.
Methods: Kaplan- Meier estimates for tofacitinib drug survival and reasons for dis-
continuations were evaluated. Baseline factors were analysed as predictors of 
persistence.
Results: This analysis included 603 patients: 280 entered OCTAVE Open with a 
clinical response (164 in remission and 116 not in remission), 220 were delayed re-
sponders, 75 were retreatment responders and 35 were dose escalation responders, 
treated for up to 7 years in OCTAVE Open. Of these, 118 (42.1%) responders, 121 
(55.0%) delayed responders, 40 (53.3%) retreatment responders and 17 (48.6%) dose 
escalation responders discontinued tofacitinib with a median time to discontinua-
tion of 5.6, 4.5, 4.0 and 4.4 years, respectively. The estimated 2-  and 5- year drug 
survival rates in the responders (including patients in remission and not in remission) 
were 73.9% and 54.5%, respectively. Corresponding persistence values for delayed 
responders were 69.5% and 45.2%, for retreatment responders, 70.7% and 40.0%, 
and for dose escalation responders, 74.3% and 32.8%.
Conclusion: In OCTAVE Open, a high proportion of patients maintained tofacitinib 
treatment, with the median survival by group ranging from 4.0 to 5.6 years although 
these analyses are post hoc and limited by sample size. Further research should focus 
on factors to enhance persistence with tofacitinib treatment in patients with UC.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in 
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
© 2022 Pfizer Inc. Alimentary Pharmacology & Therapeutics published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a chronic, immune- mediated, idiopathic 
inflammatory bowel disease which is characterised by mucosal in-
flammation in the rectum and colon.1,2 The primary goal of manage-
ment of patients with moderate to severe UC is to achieve sustained 
steroid- free remission, improve quality of life, reduce morbidity and 
prevent disease complications and surgery.2- 4

Tofacitinib is an oral, small molecule Janus kinase inhibitor for the 
treatment of UC. The efficacy and safety of tofacitinib were demon-
strated in a phase 2, double- blind, placebo- controlled, 8- week in-
duction study (NCT00787202),5 two identical phase 3, randomised, 
placebo- controlled, 8- week induction studies (OCTAVE Induction 1 
and 2; NCT01465763 and NCT01458951) and a phase 3, randomised, 
placebo- controlled, 52- week maintenance study (OCTAVE Sustain; 
NCT01458574).6 The long- term safety and efficacy of tofacitinib in 
patients with UC have been evaluated up to 7 years in a phase 3, 
multicentre, open- label, long- term extension study (OCTAVE Open; 
NCT01470612).7 In OCTAVE Open, the safety profile of tofacitinib 
remained stable and efficacy was maintained with tofacitinib 5 and 
10 mg b.d. up to 36 months.7

Time on treatment, also referred to as survival time, time to dis-
continuation, persistence or durability of treatment, is a surrogate 
measure of treatment success (effectiveness, tolerability and safety) 
in the long- term management of disease8,9 and also represents a per-
sistent response to a specific mode of action.

The objective of this post hoc analysis was to evaluate tofacitinib 
drug survival and persistence in OCTAVE Open, up to 7 years, across 
selected subgroups of patients with differing levels of disease activ-
ity at baseline OCTAVE Open and explore the reasons for treatment 
discontinuation, and to evaluate baseline clinical and demographic 
factors that may influence treatment persistence.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design

These results are based on discontinuation data from selected 
subgroups in OCTAVE Open (NCT01470612). OCTAVE Open was 
a phase 3, multicentre, open- label, long- term extension study 
for patients who had previously enrolled in the phase 3 induction 
(OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2; NCT01465763 and NCT01458951) and/
or maintenance (OCTAVE Sustain; NCT01458574) studies. OCTAVE 
Open was conducted between October 2012 to August 2020 (first 

patient first visit: October 1, 2012; last patient last visit: August 6, 
2020); however, duration of treatment of individual patients varied 
depending on when they enrolled in the study and when the study 
completed. Therefore, the duration of participation for an individual 
patient may range from approximately 4 years up to 7 years. Full 
study design details for OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2, OCTAVE Sustain 
and OCTAVE Open have been reported previously.6,7

2.2 | Study populations

Analyses are presented for patients who enrolled into OCTAVE Open 
with or without a clinical response after participation in OCTAVE 
Induction 1 and 2, and OCTAVE Sustain (Figure 1).

Patients with a clinical response were analysed as three sub-
populations: (1) all patients who had a clinical response at enrol-
ment into OCTAVE Open (all responders); (2) patients who had a 
clinical response and were in remission (responders in remission), 
and were assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg twice daily (b.d.) 
per OCTAVE Open protocol and (3) patients who had a clinical re-
sponse but were not in remission (responders not in remission), 
and were assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. per OCTAVE 
Open protocol (Figure 1).

Patients who enrolled into OCTAVE Open without a clinical re-
sponse (non- responders) were analysed as three subpopulations: (1) 
delayed responders, defined as induction non- responders (patients 
who did not achieve a clinical response to 8 weeks' induction treatment 
with tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.) who achieved a clinical response at week 
8 (total of 16 weeks’ induction treatment) of OCTAVE Open and con-
tinued to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. (Figure 1); (2) retreatment re-
sponders, defined as tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. induction responders who 
experienced treatment failure with placebo in OCTAVE Sustain and en-
tered OCTAVE Open and received tofacitinib 10 mg b.d., and achieved 
a clinical response at week 8 of OCTAVE Open (Figure 1); and (3) dose 
escalation responders, defined as tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. induction re-
sponders who experienced treatment failure with tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. in 
OCTAVE Sustain and entered OCTAVE Open and received 10 mg b.d., 
and achieved a clinical response at week 8 of OCTAVE Open (Figure 1).

Tofacitinib dose adjustments were permitted in OCTAVE Open 
after at least 8 weeks of treatment in the trial, and multiple dose 
adjustments were allowed over the course of the study. For patients 
assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d., the dose could be adjusted 
to 10 mg b.d. following loss of response documented by local read 
endoscopy. For patients assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d., 
tofacitinib dose could be adjusted to 5 mg b.d. if the patients met 

(Ann Intern Med. 2015;163:461– 464). Irina 
Lazariciu is an employee of IQVIA, which 
was a paid contractor to Pfizer in connection 
with the development of this manuscript and 
in providing statistical support.  

The Handling Editor for this article was 
Profesor Richard Gearry, and it was accepted 
for publication after full peer- review.
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1536  |     PANACCIONE Et Al.

any of the following laboratory criteria (repeated and confirmed 
within 7 days): any single haemoglobin value that dropped >2 g/dL  
below baseline of OCTAVE Open; an absolute neutrophil count 
<1200 neutrophils/mm3; an absolute lymphocyte count <750  
lymphocytes/mm3; a platelet count <100,000 platelets/mm3. In  
addition, for patients receiving tofacitinib 10 mg b.d., the dose could 
be adjusted to 5 mg b.d. if the patient was in remission (based on 
total Mayo score) or in partial Mayo score (PMS) remission (defined 
as a PMS ≤2 with no individual subscore >1) at month 24 or at any 
visit beyond month 24, after discussion with the sponsor.

Furthermore, treatment interruption of any dose level was per-
mitted for a period of up to 5 days (to treat a non- serious infection 
or other medical condition) once during OCTAVE Open. Treatment 
interruption for periods longer than 5 days for a medical reason re-
quired sponsor approval.

In OCTAVE Open, concomitant oral 5- aminosalicylates or sulfasal-
azine and corticosteroids were permitted. Corticosteroid tapering was 
mandatory at the beginning of OCTAVE Open, although if a patient 
could not tolerate tapering below 10 mg/day they were permitted to 
remain in the study provided their dose did not exceed 10 mg/day.

This study was conducted in compliance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki and the International Conference on Harmonisation Good 
Clinical Practice Guidelines, and was approved by the Institutional 
Review Boards and/or Independent Ethics Committees at each 

investigational centre, or a central Institutional Review Board. All 
patients provided written informed consent. All authors had access 
to the study data and reviewed and approved the final manuscript. 
OCTAVE Open is registered at Clini calTr ials.gov: NCT01470612.

2.3 | Definitions

A clinical response was defined as a decrease from induction study 
baseline total Mayo score of ≥3 points and ≥30%, plus a decrease in 
rectal bleeding subscore of ≥1 point or an absolute rectal bleeding 
subscore of 0 or 1. Remission was defined as a total Mayo score of ≤2 
with no individual subscore >1, and a rectal bleeding subscore of 0 
(based on central read of the Mayo endoscopic subscore). Treatment 
failure was defined as an increase from OCTAVE Sustain baseline 
total Mayo score of ≥3 points, plus an increase in rectal bleeding 
subscore and endoscopic subscore of ≥1 point, and an absolute  
endoscopic subscore ≥2 after at least 8 weeks of maintenance therapy.

2.4 | Outcomes and statistical analysis

For each patient subpopulation, baseline values were obtained from 
the induction studies (OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2).

F I G U R E  1   Overview of the tofacitinib treatment sequences for patients in the responder subpopulation including responders not in 
remission and responders in remission, the delayed responder subpopulation, the retreatment responder subpopulation and the dose 
escalation responder subpopulation. Clinical response was defined as a decrease from induction study baseline total Mayo score of ≥3 
points and ≥30%, with a decrease in rectal bleeding subscore of ≥1 point or an absolute rectal bleeding subscore of 0 or 1. Remission was 
defined as a total Mayo score of ≤2, with no individual subscore >1 and a rectal bleeding subscore of 0. Treatment failure was defined as an 
increase from OCTAVE Sustain baseline total Mayo score of ≥3 points, plus an increase in rectal bleeding subscore and endoscopic subscore 
of ≥1 point, and an absolute endoscopic subscore ≥2 after at least 8 weeks of maintenance therapy. Retreatment responders and dose 
escalation responders had received tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. during OCTAVE Induction 1or 2 and demonstrated a clinical response at the end 
of the induction studies, but experienced treatment failure during OCTAVE Sustain. b.d., twice daily; N, number of patients treated. †Final 
complete efficacy assessment at week 8/52. Treatment continued up to week 9/53

OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2
A3921094 and A3921095;

NCT01465763 and NCT01458951
(8 weeks†)

OCTAVE Sustain
A3921096; NCT01458574

(52 weeks†)

OCTAVE Open
A3921139; NCT01470612

Tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.
Responders 

at week 8

Dose escalation responders
N = 35

Retreatment responders
N = 75

Placebo

Tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.

Non-responders

Responders

Tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.
Responders 

at week 8

Treatment failure between
 week 8–52 during treatment

with tofacitinib 5 mg b.d.

Delayed responders
N = 220

Subpopulations analysed

Placebo

Tofacitinib 5 mg b.d.

Tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.

Tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.
Responders 

at week 8
Non-responders to 8 weeks induction with

tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.

Tofacitinib 5 mg b.d.Responders in remission
at week 52

Responders not in remission
(at baseline of OCTAVE Open)

N = 116

Responders in remission
(at baseline of OCTAVE Open)

N = 164

All Responders
N = 280

Tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.Responders not in remission
at week 52

Treatment failure between 
week 8–52 during treatment

with placebo
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Persistence of treatment was the outcome of interest in this 
analysis. Persistence was defined as the number of days from the 
initial dosing in OCTAVE Open to the treatment discontinuation date 
plus 1 day. Persistence was censored at the date of treatment dis-
continuation for study completers, those enrolling into RIVETING 
(NCT03281304; an ongoing, randomised, parallel- group study de-
signed to evaluate the efficacy and safety of tofacitinib dose reduc-
tion to 5 mg b.d vs remaining on 10 mg b.d in patients with UC who 
were in stable remission on tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.) or the Japan post- 
marketing study, or patients who were required to discontinue par-
ticipation in OCTAVE Open following regulatory approval in Japan. 
In general, categorical data are presented descriptively (number, %).

Kaplan- Meier methodology was used to estimate the median 
drug persistence (years) in each of the subpopulations. Drug survival 
rates, with 95% CI, at 2 and 5 years were also estimated for each of 
the subpopulations.

Dose adjustments and dose interruptions were summarised. In 
the analysis presented here, the first dose adjustments, which lasted 
for at least 14 days, were considered, and doses may have varied 
subsequently. A dose interruption was defined as being without 
treatment for at least 1 day.

Cox proportional hazards models were used to explore the po-
tential effects of induction baseline variables on risk of treatment 
discontinuation. This type of analysis was performed on all sub-
populations combined. The models evaluated the following co-
variates: induction study baseline age category (<40 vs ≥40 years),  
albumin category (<3.5 g/dL vs ≥3.5 g/dL), C- reactive protein cate-
gory (<3 mg/L vs ≥3 mg/L), disease duration (<6 vs ≥6 years), endo-
scopic score category (2 vs 3), extent of disease (proctosigmoiditis, 
left- sided colitis, extensive colitis/pancolitis, proctitis), prior hospi-
talisation (yes vs no), prior tumour necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) 
failure (yes vs no), gender (female vs male), oral corticosteroid 

TA B L E  1   Induction baseline demographics and disease characteristics of patients in the subpopulations of OCTAVE Open

Responders 
in remission 
(N = 164)a

Responders not 
in remission 
(N = 116)b

All responders 
(N = 280)c

Delayed 
responders 
(N = 220)d

Retreatment 
responders 
(N = 75)e

Dose 
escalation 
responders 
(N = 35)f

Male, n (%) 89 (54.3) 71 (61.2) 160 (57.1) 130 (59.1) 46 (61.3) 14 (40.0)

Age, years, mean (SD) 44.6 (14.8) 42.7 (12.8) 43.8 (14.0) 40.8 (13.7) 46.1 (13.3) 41.2 (12.0)

BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD) 25.7 (4.8) 24.9 (4.9) 25.3 (4.8) 24.2 (4.7) 26.4 (4.8) 24.4 (5.7)

Extent of disease, n (%)

Proctosigmoiditis 34 (20.9)g 12 (10.3)h 46 (16.5) 33 (15.0) 4 (5.3) 6 (17.1)

Left- sided colitis 53 (32.5)g 34 (29.3)h 87 (31.2) 75 (34.1) 32 (42.7) 13 (37.1)

Extensive colitis/pancolitis 76 (46.6)g 70 (60.3)h 146 (52.3) 112 (50.9) 38 (50.7) 16 (45.7)

Proctitis 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.3) 0 (0.0)

Disease duration, n (%)

<6 years 87 (53.0) 52 (44.8) 139 (49.6) 98 (44.5) 31 (41.3) 16 (45.7)

≥6 years 77 (47.0) 64 (55.2) 141 (50.4) 122 (55.5) 44 (58.7) 19 (54.3)

Treatment history, n (%)

Prior TNFi use 71 (43.3) 54 (46.6) 125 (44.6) 129 (58.6) 37 (49.3) 19 (54.3)

Prior TNFi failure 64 (39.0) 52 (44.8) 116 (41.4) 126 (57.3) 37 (49.3) 17 (48.6)

Prior immunosuppressant use 107 (65.2) 93 (80.2) 200 (71.4) 175 (79.5) 56 (74.7) 32 (91.4)

Prior immunosuppressant 
failure

101 (61.6) 89 (76.7) 190 (67.9) 169 (76.8) 54 (72.0) 31 (88.6)

Oral corticosteroid use, n (%) 64 (39.0) 48 (41.4) 112 (40.0) 84 (38.2) 28 (37.3) 24 (68.6)

Prior hospitalisation, n (%)

Yes 87 (53.0) 68 (58.6) 155 (55.4) 121 (55.8)i 42 (56.0) 19 (54.3)

No 74 (45.1) 46 (39.7) 120 (42.9) 94 (43.3)i 32 (42.7) 15 (42.9)

Unknown 3 (1.8) 2 (1.7) 5 (1.8) 2 (0.9)i 1 (1.3) 1 (2.9)

Baseline albumin, n (%)

<3.5 g/dL 6 (3.7) 5 (4.3) 11 (3.9) 10 (4.5) 3 (4.0) 3 (8.6)

≥3.5 g/dL 158 (96.3) 111 (95.7) 269 (96.1) 210 (95.5) 72 (96.0) 32 (91.4)

Baseline C- reactive protein, n (%)

<3 mg/L 74 (46.0)j 40 (35.1)k 114 (41.5)l 82 (37.6)m 21 (28.0) 17 (48.6)

≥3 mg/L 87 (54.0)j 74 (64.9)k 161 (58.5)l 136 (62.4)m 54 (72.0) 18 (51.4)
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use at baseline (yes vs no) and tofacitinib dose in OCTAVE Open  
(10 mg b.d. vs 5 mg b.d.). These covariates were chosen for testing 
because of their presumed association with increased risk of drop- out.  
Backwards selection with p- value for retaining variables in the 
model of 0.15 was implemented to arrive at the final multivariate 
model. The hazard ratios, 95% CI and p- values from the final model 
are presented. Cox proportional hazards analyses were conducted 
where the event of interest was treatment discontinuation due to 
any reason and separately for events of discontinuation due to in-
sufficient clinical response.

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Patients

This analysis included 603 patients, of which 280 were responders 
at baseline at OCTAVE Open (including 164 responders in remission 
and 116 responders not in remission), 220 were delayed respond-
ers, 75 were retreatment responders and 35 were dose escalation 

responders (Table 1). Seven patients met the criteria for respond-
ers not in remission and either the retreatment responders or dose 
escalation responders after maintenance failure criteria, simultane-
ously, and these patients are only counted once overall in the Cox 
proportional hazards analyses. Patient demographics and disease 
characteristics at baseline of the induction studies across patient 
subpopulations were largely comparable. However, the proportion of 
patients with prior TNFi failure and prior immunosuppressant failure 
were highest among the non- responder subpopulations (delayed re-
sponders, retreatment responders and dose escalation responders) 
vs responders (Table 1).

Patient demographics and disease characteristics were generally 
similar between responders in remission and responders not in re-
mission at baseline of the induction studies, although compared with 
responders not in remission, a higher proportion of responders in re-
mission had proctosigmoiditis, and a lower proportion of responders 
in remission had prior TNFi failure and immunosuppressant failure 
(Table 1). Compared with responders in remission, a higher propor-
tion of responders not in remission had extensive colitis/pancolitis at 
baseline of the induction studies.

Responders 
in remission 
(N = 164)a

Responders not 
in remission 
(N = 116)b

All responders 
(N = 280)c

Delayed 
responders 
(N = 220)d

Retreatment 
responders 
(N = 75)e

Dose 
escalation 
responders 
(N = 35)f

Endoscopic subscore,n n (%)

2 81 (49.4) 39 (33.6) 120 (42.9) 85 (38.6) 34 (45.3) 15 (42.9)

3 83 (50.6) 77 (66.4) 160 (57.1) 135 (61.4) 41 (54.7) 20 (57.1)

Note: Seven patients met the criteria for responders not in remission and either the retreatment responders or dose escalation responders after 
maintenance failure criteria, simultaneously. These patients are only counted once overall (N = 603).
Abbreviations: b.d., twice daily; BMI, body mass index; n, number of patients in a given category; N, number of patients in the analysis population;  
SD, standard deviation; TNFi, tumour necrosis factor inhibitor.
aPatients with a clinical response and in remission at baseline of OCTAVE Open; 163 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and  
1 patient (protocol deviation) was assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
bPatients with a clinical response but not in remission at baseline of OCTAVE Open; 11 patients (protocol deviations) were assigned to receive 
tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and 105 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
cAll patients with a clinical response (including responders/remitters and responders/non- remitters) at baseline of OCTAVE Open; 174 patients were 
assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and 106 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
dInduction non- responders (patients who received tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2 and failed to demonstrate a clinical response 
at week 8, and subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE Open to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. for an additional 8 weeks) who achieved a clinical response 
at month 2 of OCTAVE Open.
eInduction responders (patients who received tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2, and demonstrated a clinical response at week 8) 
who subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE Sustain to receive placebo and experienced treatment failure, and subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE 
Open to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. and achieved a clinical response at month 2 of OCTAVE Open.
fInduction responders who subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE Sustain to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and experienced treatment failure, and dose 
escalated to tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open and achieved a clinical response at month 2 of OCTAVE Open; 2 patients (protocol deviations) 
were assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and 33 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
gN = 163.
hN = 279.
iN = 217.
jN = 161.
kN = 114.
lN = 275.
mN = 218.
nData are from baseline of OCTAVE Open; central read.

TA B L E  1   (Continued)
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     |  1539PANACCIONE Et Al.

F I G U R E  2   Kaplan- Meier drug survival estimates for (A) all responders, responders in remission and responders not in remission, and  
(B) delayed responders, retreatment responders and dose escalation responders. Drug survival was calculated in days as the time from 
the first dose in OCTAVE Open to the date of treatment discontinuation plus 1 day. Persistence of treatment was censored as the date 
of treatment discontinuation for patients meeting censoring criteria. Responders included responders in remission and responders not in 
remission
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At baseline of the induction studies, patient demographics and 
disease characteristics were generally similar across delayed re-
sponders, retreatment responders and dose escalation responders 
(Table 1). Compared with delayed responders and retreatment re-
sponders, a lower proportion of dose escalation responders were 
male, and compared with delayed responders and dose escalation 
responders, a lower proportion of retreatment responders had 
proctosigmoiditis. A higher proportion of dose escalation respond-
ers had prior immunosuppressant use and failure, compared with 
delayed responders and retreatment responders. The proportion 
of patients with TNFi failure was highest among delayed respond-
ers compared with retreatment responders and dose escalation 
responders.

3.2 | Dose adjustments and interruptions

During OCTAVE Open, the majority of responder patients re-
mained on the tofacitinib dose assigned at baseline; however, 
when considering the first dose adjustment, lasting at least 
14 days, 43/164 (26.2%) responders in remission increased to-
facitinib dose from 5 mg b.d. to 10 mg b.d. and 15/116 (12.9%) re-
sponders not in remission decreased tofacitinib dose from 10 mg 
b.d. to 5 mg b.d.

The majority of delayed responder patients continued to re-
ceive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. during OCTAVE Open, although 51/220 
(23.2%) patients had a dose reduction to 5 mg b.d. Similarly, 15/75 
(20.0%) retreatment responders and 5/35 (14.3%) dose escala-
tion responders reduced their tofacitinib dose from 10 mg b.d. to  
5 mg b.d. during OCTAVE Open. These dose adjustments refer to 
the initial change from OCTAVE Open baseline dose which lasted at 
least 14 days. Dose levels may have varied subsequently.

Overall, 286/603 (47.4%) patients had a dose interruption of at 
least 1 day. Although multiple dose interruptions of at least 1 day 

were observed (data not shown); the median maximum duration of 
interruption per patient was 5 days, as required by the protocol, and 
was generally similar across the subpopulations (Table S1).

3.3 | Tofacitinib persistence

Median tofacitinib persistence for all responder patients was 5.6 years. 
Among all responders, estimated 2-  and 5- year drug persistence rates 
were 73.9% and 54.5%, respectively (Figure 2). Estimated 2-  and  
5- year drug survival rates were numerically higher among responders 
in remission (76.8% and 56.9%, respectively) compared with the re-
sponders not in remission (69.8% and 50.0%, respectively) (Figure 2).

Median tofacitinib persistence was comparable for delayed re-
sponders, retreatment responders and dose escalation responders 
(4.5, 4.0 and 4.4 years, respectively). The estimated 2-  and 5- year 
drug persistence rates in delayed responders were 69.5% and 45.2%, 
respectively (Figure 2). Corresponding values for retreatment re-
sponders were 70.7% and 40.0%, and for dose escalation respond-
ers, 74.3% and 32.8%, respectively (Figure 2).

Cox proportional hazards models were fitted to evaluate po-
tential predictors of discontinuation from treatment in OCTAVE 
Open and it was found that for discontinuations due to any rea-
son, younger age (<40 years), being female and tofacitinib dose of  
10 mg b.d. at OCTAVE Open baseline, were associated with increased 
risk of discontinuation (Table 2). Albumin category, C- reactive protein 
category, disease duration, endoscopic score category, extent of dis-
ease, prior hospitalisation, prior TNFi failure and oral corticosteroid 
use at baseline, were not significant predictors of discontinuation. 
In a similar analysis to evaluate potential predictors of discontinu-
ation from treatment in OCTAVE Open due to insufficient clinical 
response, it was found that younger age (<40 years), tofacitinib dose 
of 10 mg b.d. at OCTAVE Open baseline and prior TNFi failure were 
associated with increased risk of discontinuation (Table 2).

Predictor variable Comparison
Hazard ratio  
(95% CI) p- value

Event: Discontinuation for any reason

Age category at induction baseline <40 vs ≥40 years 1.48 (1.18– 1.87) 0.0008

Tofacitinib dose in OCTAVE Open 10  vs 5 mg b.d. 1.33 (1.02– 1.73) 0.0380

Gender Female vs male 1.30 (1.03– 1.64) 0.0256

Event: Discontinuation due to insufficient clinical response

Age category at induction baseline <40 vs ≥40 years 1.65 (1.15– 2.36) 0.0067

Prior TNFi failure Yes vs no 1.62 (1.12– 2.35) 0.0105

Tofacitinib dose in OCTAVE Open 10  vs 5 mg b.d. 2.01 (1.24– 3.26) 0.0047

Note: Backward elimination with p- value stay criterion of 0.15 was used to arrive at the final model. 
The covariate tested were induction study baseline age category, albumin category,  
C- reactive protein category, disease duration, endoscopic score category, extent of disease, prior 
hospitalisation, prior TNFi failure, gender and oral corticosteroid use at baseline.
Abbreviations: b.d., twice daily; CI, confidence interval; TNFi, tumour necrosis factor inhibitor.
aAnalyses conducted in 603 patients with 292 discontinuation events for any reason and 120 
discontinuations due to insufficient clinical response.

TA B L E  2   Predictors of treatment 
discontinuation: Cox proportional hazards 
regression analysisa
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3.4 | Reasons for tofacitinib discontinuation

Overall, 118/280 (42.1%) responders discontinued tofacitinib treat-
ment early (ie did not discontinue OCTAVE Open due to enrolment 
into RIVETING or the Japan post- marketing study, or following regu-
latory approval in Japan) during OCTAVE Open, including 68/164 
(41.5%) responders in remission and 50/116 (43.1%) responders not 
in remission (Table 3). Compared with responders, a numerically 

higher proportion of delayed responders, retreatment responders 
and dose escalation responders, 121/220 (55.0%), 40/75 (53.3%) 
and 17/35 (48.6%), respectively, discontinued tofacitinib treatment 
early during OCTAVE Open. These early discontinuations were con-
sidered as events in the Kaplan- Meier and Cox proportional hazards 
analyses of persistence.

The most common reasons for discontinuations across all sub-
populations were insufficient clinical response, lack of patient 

TA B L E  3   Reasons for study discontinuation in the subpopulations of OCTAVE Open

n (%)

Responders 
in remission 
(N = 164)a

Responders not 
in remission 
(N = 116)b

All 
responders 
(N = 280)c

Delayed 
responders 
(N = 220)d

Retreatment 
responders 
(N = 75)e

Dose 
escalation 
responders 
(N = 35)f

Adverse event

Related to study drug 12 (7.3) 4 (3.4) 16 (5.7) 21 (9.5) 3 (4.0) 0 (0.0)

Not related to study drug 8 (4.9) 6 (5.2) 14 (5.0) 10 (4.5) 9 (12.0) 0 (0.0)

Insufficient clinical response 20 (12.2) 20 (17.2) 40 (14.3) 56 (25.5) 16 (21.3) 11 (31.4)

Did not meet OCTAVE Open inclusion 
criteria

0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.3) 0 (0.0)

No longer willing to participate 19 (11.6) 16. (13.8) 35 (12.5) 22 (10.0) 8 (10.7) 2 (5.7)

Lost to follow- up 2 (1.2) 1 (0.9) 3 (1.1) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Protocol violation 2 (1.2) 0 (0.0) 2 (0.7) 3 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 2 (5.7)

Death 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.3) 0 (0.0)

Withdrawn because of pregnancy 2 (1.2) 2 (1.7) 4 (1.4) 3 (1.4) 1 (1.3) 1 (2.9)

Otherg 3 (1.8) 1 (0.9) 4 (1.4) 6 (2.7) 1 (1.3) 1 (2.9)

Early tofacitinib discontinuationh 68 (41.5) 50 (43.1) 118 (42.1) 121 (55.0) 40 (53.3) 17 (48.6)

Other (censored)

Enrolled into RIVETINGi 3 (1.8) 36 (31.0) 39 (13.9) 45 (20.5) 20 (26.7) 12 (34.3)

Enrolled into PMS (Japan only) 8 (4.9) 0 (0.0) 8 (2.9) 1 (0.5) 2 (2.7) 1 (2.9)

Regulatory approval in Japanj 1 (0.6) 2 (1.7) 3 (1.1) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Total study discontinuations 80 (48.8) 88 (75.9) 168 (60.0) 167 (75.9) 62 (82.7) 30 (85.7)

Abbreviations: b.d., twice daily; n, number of patients in a given category; N, number of patients in the analysis population; PMS, post- marketing 
surveillance.
aPatients with a clinical response and in remission at baseline of OCTAVE Open; 163 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and  
1 patient (protocol deviation) was assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
bPatients with a clinical response but not in remission at baseline of OCTAVE Open; 11 patients (protocol deviations) were assigned to receive 
tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and 105 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
cAll patients with a clinical response (including responders/remitters and responders/non- remitters) at baseline of OCTAVE Open; 174 patients were 
assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and 106 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
dInduction non- responders (patients who received tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2 and failed to demonstrate a clinical response 
at week 8, and subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE Open to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. for an additional 8 weeks) who achieved a clinical response 
at month 2 of OCTAVE Open.
eInduction responders (patients who received tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Induction 1 and 2, and demonstrated a clinical response at week 8) 
who subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE Sustain to receive placebo and experienced treatment failure, and subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE 
Open to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. and achieved a clinical response at month 2 of OCTAVE Open.
fInduction responders who subsequently enrolled into OCTAVE Sustain to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and experienced treatment failure, and dose 
escalated to tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open and achieved a clinical response at month 2 of OCTAVE Open; 2 patients (protocol deviations) 
were assigned to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. and 33 patients were assigned to receive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE Open.
gIncludes all the other reasons for withdrawal from the study.
hConsidered treatment discontinuation events in the persistence analysis.
iRIVETING (NCT03281304) is an ongoing, randomised, parallel- group study designed to evaluate the efficacy and safety of tofacitinib in patients 
with UC who were in stable remission on tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.
jDiscontinuation post- regulatory approval was mandatory as per regulatory requirements in Japan.
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willingness to participate and adverse event (Table 3). Compared 
with responders, a numerically higher proportion of delayed re-
sponders, retreatment responders and dose escalation respond-
ers discontinued due to an insufficient clinical response.

A total of 116 (19.2%) patients discontinued OCTAVE Open to 
enrol into RIVETING. In Japan, 12 (2.0%) patients enrolled into post- 
marketing surveillance and 3 (0.5%) patients discontinued the study 
following regulatory approval. These events were censored in the 
Kaplan- Meier and Cox proportional hazards analyses of persistence.

4  | DISCUSSION

In this analysis, the persistence of tofacitinib treatment during long- 
term follow- up (up to 7 years) was evaluated using data from OCTAVE 
Open in patients with UC. Patients could enrol into OCTAVE Open 
having completed or demonstrated treatment failure during the 
52- week maintenance study, or if they were non- responders after 
completing the 8- week induction studies. The different patient 
subpopulations reflect real- life scenarios encountered by patients 
presenting with UC in clinical practice. Of the patients eligible to 
enrol into OCTAVE Open, this analysis included patients who en-
rolled with a clinical response and those who, per protocol, were not 
required to withdraw due to a lack of clinical response at week 8 of 
OCTAVE Open. Among these patients who showed a benefit from 
tofacitinib treatment either at baseline of OCTAVE Open or after 
8 weeks of treatment, a high proportion maintained treatment, with 
the median survival ranging from 4.0 years in retreatment respond-
ers to 5.6 years in all responders.

Using tofacitinib treatment persistence as a surrogate for effi-
cacy, safety and tolerability, these results are consistent with pre-
viously reported data in the same subpopulations of patients in 
OCTAVE Open after a follow- up of up to 3 years.10- 13

Although persistence was high across patient subpopulations 
in OCTAVE Open, some differences across patient subgroups 
were identified in the current analysis. Median drug survival was 
greatest among patients who had experienced a clinical response 
before enrolment into OCTAVE Open (5.6 years, with 2-  and  
5- year estimated drug survival of 73.9% and 54.5%, respectively) 
compared with patients who were classified as delayed respond-
ers, retreatment responders and dose escalation responders. For 
these groups, median drug survival was generally similar (4.5, 4.0 
and 4.4 years, respectively). When analysed by remission status at 
entry into OCTAVE Open, tofacitinib treatment persistence was 
numerically higher among responders in remission with 2-  and  
5- year tofacitinib persistence rates of 76.8% and 56.9% compared 
with 69.8% and 50.0% among responders not in remission, re-
spectively. These data are consistent with the previously reported  
durable efficacy of tofacitinib in patients who achieved remission 
in OCTAVE Sustain and maintained remission for up to 3 years in 
OCTAVE Open.10

In this study, 26.2% of responders in remission required an ini-
tial tofacitinib dose increase from 5 to 10 mg b.d. The recapture 

of remission in these patients has previously been reported and at 
3 months post- dose increase, 75% of patients achieved partial Mayo 
score remission (defined as a partial Mayo score ≤2 with no individ-
ual subscore >1).10

Previous analyses evaluated the efficacy and safety of extended 
induction for an additional 8 weeks of tofacitinib treatment in pa-
tients who did not achieve a response following an initial 8- week 
induction. In these patients who received 16 weeks of induction 
treatment with tofacitinib 10 mg b.d., 70.3% and 56.1% of patients 
had a clinical response at month 12 and month 36 of OCTAVE Open, 
respectively.11 Among the delayed responder subpopulation in this 
analysis, median drug survival was 4.5 years, with 2-  and 5- year esti-
mated drug persistence rates of 69.5% and 45.2%, respectively.

In OCTAVE Open, among the patients who were randomised 
to receive tofacitinib 5 mg b.d. during OCTAVE Sustain and experi-
enced a loss of clinical response, 54.7% of patients had recaptured 
clinical response at month 24 following dose escalation back to  
tofacitinib 10 mg b.d.12 In the analysis of persistence described here, 
the estimated time to discontinuation for dose escalation respond-
ers was 4.4 years, with 2-  and 5- year estimated drug persistence 
rates of 74.3% and 32.8%, respectively.

It is also recognised that treatment interruption may occur in 
patients with UC for a diverse range of reasons. In patients with 
a prior response to tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. induction therapy who 
then experienced a loss of response whilst receiving placebo during 
OCTAVE Sustain, retreatment with tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. in OCTAVE 
Open was generally efficacious. Retreatment with tofacitinib was 
associated with clinical response in 74.0% and 48.5% of patients at  
month 2 and month 36, respectively.13 Among retreatment responders, 
the estimated time to discontinuation was 4 years, with 2-  and 5- year 
estimated drug persistence rates of 70.7% and 40.0%, respectively.

The tofacitinib treatment persistence observed in this analy-
sis of patients in OCTAVE Open is similar to that seen in patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis (median drug persistence of 5 years),14 
but higher than the previously reported drug persistence rates for  
tofacitinib in patients with UC in a real- world setting.15- 18 In these 
studies, tofacitinib treatment persistence in patients with UC ranged 
from 53% to 71% at 6 months,15- 20 and from 51% to 58.8% at approx-
imately 1 year.16- 18 In addition, data from a large healthcare database 
showed that the real- world persistence to tofacitinib in patients with 
UC was similar to biological therapy persistence (including TNFi and 
anti- integrin treatment; 44.8% after 1 year).21 It is possible that pa-
tients outside of clinical trials represent a more treatment refractory 
UC patient population compared with patients who enrol into clin-
ical trials.

Treatment discontinuation in patients with UC may occur for 
many reasons, including loss of efficacy or poor tolerability. Here, 
the most common reason for discontinuation across all subpopu-
lations was insufficient clinical response, although the proportion 
of patients discontinuing for this reason was numerically higher 
among delayed responders, dose escalation responders and re-
treatment responders, compared with responders in remission 
and responders not in remission. From the Cox regression analysis, 
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patients who were younger (<40 years), female or assigned to re-
ceive tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. at OCTAVE Open baseline were more 
likely to discontinue tofacitinib treatment due to any reason and 
patients who were younger (<40 years), assigned to receive  
tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. at OCTAVE Open baseline or had prior TNFi 
failure were more likely to discontinue due to insufficient clinical  
response. Consistent with these findings, female gender and 
younger age (18– 25 years) were identified as predictors of biolog-
ical therapy discontinuation in a retrospective real- world study of 
patients with Crohn’s disease and UC.21 There are several outcomes 
indicative of a more severe disease course, including progression of 
disease extension and relapse rates, for which predictive factors 
have been identified.22 The 5- year follow- up IBSEN study found 
that relapse was more frequent in young patients and more fre-
quent in female patients.23 Tofacitinib dose assignment upon entry 
to OCTAVE Open was based on remission status with patients not 
in remission assigned to tofacitinib 10 mg b.d. and, hence, could be 
a surrogate for more active disease.

Limitations of this analysis include the open- label design of the 
OCTAVE Open study, and the post hoc nature of the analyses, such 
that the studies were neither designed nor powered to detect poten-
tial differences in treatment persistence. In addition, the small num-
ber of patients in some subgroups may preclude drawing clinically 
meaningful interpretations. Furthermore, interpretation of these re-
sults should take into account that persistence reflects patients who 
continued treatment and remained in the trial over time, rather than 
providing direct evidence of disease activity.

In conclusion, high levels of tofacitinib treatment persistence 
was observed across the selected subpopulations of patients ana-
lysed in the OCTAVE Open open- label, long- term extension study 
that followed patients for up to 7 years, with median time to discon-
tinuation ranging from 4.0 to 5.6 years. These data further support 
the use of tofacitinib in the long- term management of UC. Further 
research should focus on factors to enhance persistence with tofac-
itinib treatment in patients with UC.
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